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Abstract

Digital signature authentication scheme provides secure
communication between two users. Digital signatures
guarantee end-to-end message integrity and authentica-
tion information about the origin of a message. Digital
signature schemes reduce transmission costs, because the
message is contained in the signature itself and no sep-
arate message and signature need be sent again. These
schemes are very suitable for key exchange applications,
due to the small size of the key. In this paper, we present a
new digital signature scheme with message recovery based
on knapsack based elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). El-
liptic curve cryptosystem provides greater security com-
pared to integer factorization system and discrete loga-
rithm system, for any given key size and bandwidth. In
our scheme, using ECC and then applying the knapsack
generates the signature. Our scheme is secure against
most of the current attacking mechanisms.
Keywords: Authentication, digital signature, discrete log-
arithm, elliptic curve cryptography, knapsack, message re-
covery

1 Introduction

Digital signature authentication schemes provide secure
communication with minimum computational cost for real
time applications, such as electronic commerce, electronic
voting, etc. The sender generates the signature of a given
message using his secret key; the receiver then verifies the
signature by using sender’s public key. The verification
is done in two ways: verify the signature accompanying
the clear message, or verify the signature with message
recovery. In the first case the signature portion appended
with the clear message is decrypted for verification. In the
second case the message itself constitutes the signature,
and must be decrypted to recover the original message.
The second scheme hides the message from unnecessary
intruders. Nyberg and Rueppel [5] proposed the signa-
ture scheme with message recovery based on discrete loga-
rithm. In 2004, Tzeng et al. [16] proposed a new signature

scheme with message recovery using the technique of self-
certified public keys. Two public key signature schemes
that have received widespread attention are RSA [1] and
Digital Signature Algorithm [4]. RSA uses two modes of
signature verification. One is the text-hashing mode and
another is the message recovery mode. In the text-hashing
mode, a hash value of the message is generated and ap-
pended with the clear message during transmission. The
receiver then evaluates the hash value from the message
and compares it with the appended hash value.

Digital Signature authenticated schemes, have the fol-
lowing properties.

1) Confidentiality. Secret information shared be-
tween sender and receiver; any outsider cannot read
the information.

2) Authentication. The sender imprints his identity
by means of the digital signature, which only the des-
ignated receiver can unravel and verify. An anony-
mous adversary cannot send a malicious message im-
personating the genuine sender, because he does not
have the necessary tools to generate the signature.

3) Non-repudiation. The signature firmly establishes
the identity of the sender. The sender cannot deny
having sent the message and the signature.

4) Message recovery. Upon receipt of the cipher text,
the recipient decrypts it and segregates the signature
and the message and verifies the authenticity of the
sender. Only he will be able to do so because he alone
has the necessary tools.

In this paper, we propose a new digital signature
scheme with message recovery using self-certified public
keys based on Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Prob-
lem (ECDLP). The public key and the private key of the
proposed scheme are agreed upon between the user and
server through secure channel, so also the knapsack vec-
tor series ai and n value (unique value for every user). It
is computationally infeasible for the adversary to find the
private key from the publicly known information.
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2 Related Work

Some researches on digital signature authentication
schemes based on elliptic curve discrete logarithm prob-
lem (ECDLP) are ongoing. Miller [2] and Kobitz [10]
introduced the elliptic curve cryptosystem in 1980. It
provides greater security than integer factorization sys-
tems and discrete logarithm systems, for given key size
and bandwidth [2, 7]. Tzeng et al. [16] proposed an au-
thenticated encryption scheme based on ECDLP . Most
digital signature schemes currently available are based on
well-known public key systems, such as the RSA system
[1, 8, 12, 13] and the ElGamal system [3, 14]. Moreover
digital signature schemes with message recovery are im-
portant for small applications. The sender generates the
signature from the message. Upon receiving the cipher
text containing the signature, the receiver decrypts it to
recover the message, thereby establishing the identity of
the sender.

In 1994, Horster et al. [6] presented an authenticated
encryption scheme, which is a modified version of Ny-
berg and Rueppel’s scheme [5]. In this scheme, only the
designated verifier can retrieve the message from the sig-
nature. Hence, the scheme is regarded as a combination
of the data encryption and the digital signature. The
scheme requires smaller bandwidth for data communica-
tions to achieve privacy, integrity and authentication of
information.

In 2004, Tzeng et al. [16] introduced a new digital
signature scheme with message recovery based on ECC.
They utilized the characteristic of ECC and self-certified
public key, which was first proposed by Girault in 1991.
Nyang et al. [17] proposed a digital signature scheme
based on interactive zero knowledge proof. Chen et al.
[18] proposed a digital signature scheme from identifi-
cation protocol based on Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem.
Dang [19] proposed a new randomized hashing digital
signature scheme. Brown [20] has pointed out the con-
ditional security analysis of the elliptic curve digital sig-
nature algorithm. Nguyen et al. [21] claims that elliptic
curve digital signature algorithm is insecure, due to par-
tially known nonces by the adversary.

Rajaram et al. [22] introduced knapsack based Ellip-
tic Curve cryptography. Their algorithm involves a high
degree of sophistication and complexity, and it is almost
infeasible to attempt a brute force attack. Moreover only
one parameter, namely the Knapsack vector alone needs
to be kept secret.

In this paper, we have extended this algorithm for dig-
ital signature scheme with message recovery. The pro-
posed method has two levels of authenticated encryption.
First one is based on Elliptic Curve signature and second
one is applying knapsack value for the signing message.
The proposed method provides high security with reason-
able computational cost. In this paper, Section 1 gives in-
troduction about our scheme. Section 2 deals with other
related works. Section 3 deals with the proposed new
digital signature scheme-applying knapsack on ECC. In

Section 4, a security analysis of the proposed scheme is
presented. In Section 5 the concluding remarks are made.

3 Proposed Digital Signature
Scheme With Message Recov-
ery

In this paper, we propose a new Digital Signature scheme
with message recovery based on Knapsack Based ECC.
The proposed scheme is divided into three phases: Initial
Phase, Signature Generation Phase, and Signature Veri-
fication Phase.

3.1 Knapsack Vector Generation

Knapsack vector values are generated using a series of
vectors called ai (this can be a common one for all the
users or unique one for every user). There are several
ways of generating these vector values. For example, we
shall take the first value as 1, and subsequent values as
multiples of n. Say

ai = 1, n, n2, n3, ......, nm 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

Here, n may be assumed as some random integer, for
example n is number less than p and k integers. Here p is
a prime integer used in the modular arithmetic, k is the
secret integer and m is the length of the binary bit string.
Next let us explore how the signed message is subjected to
Knapsack process. Say, r and s are converted as follows,
which can be represented in its binary form as:

r = b1, b2, b3, · · · , bm,

where r and s are generated as discussed in Signature
Generation Phase.

As per the knapsack algorithm we calculate a cumula-
tive sum R,

R =
m∑

i=1

aixi.

In the final signed message version, r value is replaced
by its equivalent R. Similarly s value transformed by
knapsack algorithm as S.

Initial Phase: In the proposed network setup, there
is a trusted authority called (SA) who is responsible
for creating the system parameter. SA first selects the
elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 + ax + b defined over Zp

where p is a prime. Let G ∈ E(Zp) be a base point
of order n which is prime. SA identifies E, p, n and G
points. SA calculates b = aG, where a ∈ [1, n − 1] is
a random number and this value is secret. Suppose a
user Alice requires to join the system then she should
register with the trusted authority through a secure
channel. The user Alice first chooses a random number
xAlice ∈ [1, n − 1]. Then she computes yAlice = xAliceG,
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and sends (yAlice, IDAlice through a secure channel to
SA, where IDAlice is user Alice’s identity.

Signature Generation Phase: If Alice wants to sign a
message M , she should perform the signature procedure
as follows.

Step 1. Choose a random number k ∈ [1, n− 1].

Step 2. Compute the signature (r, s) of the message
M with r = M + (kG)x mod n, and s = k −
H(r)xAlice mod n.

Step 3. Apply the knapsack value for the signed message:

1) R = Knapsack(r) and S = Knapsack(s).

2) Send a signed message {R, S, IDAlice} to user
Bob.

Message Recovery Phase: After receiving {R, S,
IDAlice}, Bob can apply the reverse knapsack. Re-
cover and verify the message M with M = r − (sG +
H(r)(yAlice)x mod n. The below given algorithms ex-
plains the signature generation and verification phase in
detail.

3.2 Algorithms

Algorithms for initial phase, signature generation phase
and signature verification phase explained below.

Initial Phase:

Step 1. SA is a trusted authority who selects the elliptic
curve E defined over Zp.

Step 2. Let G ∈ E(Zp) a base point of order n which is
prime.

Step 3. Select a random number a ∈ [1, n−1], this value
is secret.

Step 4. Calculate b = aG,a, b are the key pairs of the
trusted authority. If user Alice wants to register
with the trusted authority, she has to do the following
steps.

Step 5. User Alice selects a random number xAlice ∈
[1, n− 1].

Step 6. Computes the public key yAlice = xAliceG and
send (yAlice, IDAlice to trusted authority SA. Here
IDAlice is the identity of user Alice. E, Zp, p are
common for all users and key pairs {yAlice, xAlice}
are unique to particular user.

Signature Generation Phase:

Step 1. Alice wants to sign a message and send it to
server for authentication.

Step 2. Choose a random number k ∈ [1, n− 1].

Step 3. Compute the signature (r, s) of the message M .

Step 4. r = M + (kG)x mod n, and s = k −
H(r)xAlice mod n.

Step 5. R = KnapsackV alue(r).

Step 6. S = KnapsackV alue(s).

Step 7. Singed message is {R, S, IDAlice} and send it to
user Bob.

Signature Verification Phase: After receiving the
message {R, S, IDAlice} following steps are performed by
server.

Step 1. Server knows the knapsack vector and n value,
apply the reverse knapsack.

Step 2. Computes r = ReverseKnapsackV alue(R).

Step 3. Computes s = ReverseKnapsackV alue(S).

Step 4. Recover and verify the message M , M = r −
(sG + H(r)(YAlice)x mod n.

4 Security Analysis

In this section, we give an analysis about our proposed
scheme. A number of attacks against the proposed
schemes are presented. There are two basic attacks
against public-key digital signature schemes.

• Key-only Attacks: In these attacks, an adversary
knows only the signer’s public key.

• Message Attacks: Here an adversary is able to exam-
ine signature corresponding either to known or cho-
sen messages. Message attacks can be further sub-
divided into three classes, 1) known-message attack,
2) chosen-message attack, and 3) adaptive chosen-
message attack.

In our proposed digital signature scheme with message
recovery, we consider three kinds of attacks.

Attack 1. An adversary attempts to derive the user’s
private key xi from known public information (E, p,
n and G point, yi public key of user) available. We
have shown this attack is not possible in our proposed
scheme.

Proof. An adversary can not derive yAlice =
xAliceGfrom known public information, because
ECDLP to obtain Aliceprivate key xAlice′s is diffi-
cult.

Attack 2. Adversary attempts to forge a digital signa-
ture to impersonate as user Alice.

Proof. In Attack 2, we have considered two scenarios
as explained.
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Table 1: Security requirement estimation for different authenticated encryption schemes

Security Requirement Horster Wu-Hus Tzeng-Hwang Nyang et Chen et Hsu-Wu Proposed
et al. [6] [15] [16] al. [17] al. [18] [9] Scheme

Confidentiality No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Authentication Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Non-repudiation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Message Recovery No Yes No No No No Yes
Convertibility Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Scenario 1: Suppose an adversary wants to create a
valid signature, then he has to know the knap-
sack vector generation series. The n value is
unique for every user and the vector generation
series is unique for every user.

Scenario 2: Suppose some adversary knows the
value of n and vector generation series of user
Alice. If suppose the adversary wants to create
a valid signature then he must know the value
of private key xAlice of user Alice, this is not
possible in our scheme. The private key of user
Alice is not possible using (ECDLP) to recover
from the public know information (shown in At-
tack 1).

Attack 3. Suppose an adversary attempts to decrypt the
message M from the digital signature R, S without
knowing user Alice’s private key {xAlice} in our pro-
posed scheme.

Proof. In Attack 3, suppose an adversary attempts
to decrypt the signed message M then he has to know
two things for applying the reverse knapsack, 1) the
knapsack vector generation series and 2) value for
generating the knapsack values. These two things are
unique for every user. So, the adversary’s attempt
of applying the reverse knapsack will not work. So,
Attack 3 is not possible in our proposed scheme

4.1 Security Requirement for Authenti-
cated Encryption Scheme

According to the above description of the development
of the authenticated encryption schemes, it can be
inferred that an authenticated encryption scheme cor-
responds with the following properties: Confidentiality,
Authentication, Non-repudiation, and Message recov-
ery (explained in above section). These are the basic
requirements of the authenticated encryption scheme.
Any scheme, which satisfies these characteristics, can be
called an authenticated encryption scheme. There is an
additional requirement called Convertibility, which was
proposed by Wu and Hsu [15] in 2002.

Convertibility. When a dispute occurs between the
sender and the receiver, the authenticated encryption
schemes should provide a mechanism to convert the signa-
ture to original signature that can be verified by the other
third party. Table 1 illustrates the requirement estimation
for proposed scheme with related schemes. We consider
four related authenticated encryption schemes: Horster
et al.s scheme [6], and Wu and Hus scheme [15]. In 2004,
Tzeng and Hwang [22] proposed a signature scheme with
elliptic curve cryptosystem. The Hsu and Wu [9] proposed
a (t, n) threshold authenticated encryption scheme.

5 Performance Analysis

This section analyzes the performance all the above-
mentioned schemes with the proposed scheme. For con-
venience, we define some notations to denote the perfor-
mance time.

5.1 Performance Notations

The performance notations are shown as follows.
Tmul is the time for multiplication.

Th is the time for executing hash function.
Texp is the time for exponentiation with modP .
Tinv is the time for inversion modP .
TKV is the time for knapsack value generation.

TinKV is the time for inverse knapsack value
generation.

The Th, Texp, Tmul, Tinv, TKV , TinKV entail heavy
computational cost. TECmul is used to indicate the
time for multiplying a number by a point on the el-
liptic curve. TECadd is the time for the adding one
point to another on the elliptic curve. Normally, it
has minimum computational cost. In this performance
analysis, we consider two phases to measure the perfor-
mance analysis. One could dispute the computational
cost over two phases, signature generation phase, and
message recovery phase. The signature generation phase
of Horster et al. [6] requires Texp +Tinv +2Tmul +Th and
the message recovery phase needs 2Texp + Th + 3Tmul.
The signature generation phase of WuHus [15] requires
3Th + Tinv + 2Tmul + 2Texp and the message recovery
phase needs 3Th +Tinv +3Texp. In the Tzeng and Hwang
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Table 2: Estimated time for various operations

Operations (128 bit) Estimated Time in ms
Tmul ≈ 1.527932 ms
Th ≈ 1.513726 ms
Texp ≈ 2.139810 ms
Tinv ≈ 2.620675 ms
TKV ≈ 1.307250 ms
TinKV ≈ 1.368383 ms
TECmul ≈ 44.310028 ms
TECadd ≈ 0.164062 ms

AES based on ECDLP [16], the signature scheme with
message recovery, the signature generation phase needs
TECmul + Tmul + Th, and the message recovery phase has
costs 2TECmul + TECadd + Th. In the Hsu and Wu [9]
scheme, the signer generates a signature that the compu-
tational cost is 3Texp +Tmul, and the verifier recovers the
message which needs 3Texp + (2t + 1)Tmul + (t − 1)Tinv.
In the Nyang et al. [17] scheme, signature generation
phase and verification phase required computational cost
2Texp+Tmul+Th and 2Texp+Tmul+Th respectively. Chen
et al. [18] scheme, requires the computational cost for sig-
nature generation phase of 2TECmul +TECadd +Tmul +Th

and verification phase required 3TECmul + 2TECadd + Th.
Table 2 illustrates the estimated time for various opera-
tions, for the implementation purpose we are taking 128-
bit data.

Table 3 illustrates the computational performance
analysis for different authenticated encryption schemes
with the proposed scheme.

6 Conclusion

This work proposes a new digital signature scheme with
message recovery using knapsack based ECC. Proposed
scheme provides high security with minimum computa-
tional cost. The scheme withstands three kinds of attacks
(private key derivation, forged signature generation, and
digital message recovery). The proposed scheme could
successfully ward off these possible attacks. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work which proposes a
new digital signature scheme with message recovery using
Knapsack based ECC
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